
C122, Section 001 Computer Science II Spring, 2011 John Franco

Midterm Exam

Name: M#:

The following questions refer to code on the next page.

1. What symbol, symbols, or string should be substituted for [.1.]?
.

2. What symbol, symbols, or string should be substituted for [.2.]?

->

3. Write method PQObject *peek() which returns the value of the object that would be
deleted from the database if remove() is called.

int peek () {

if (tail == 0) return -1;

return objs[0]->getV();

}

4. Which methods in class PQObject need to be made virtual?

None

5. Write a class A that may be stored in a PList and whose only local state is a double

called peanuts. Objects of this class get an integer value as well and the PList can
make use of it. The value of peanuts can be changed.

class A : public PQObject {

private:

double peanuts;

public:

A (int v) : PQObject(v, this) {}

void change_peanuts (double p) { peanuts = p; }

double get_peanuts () { return peanuts; }

};

6. What should the constructor of PList be?

PList () {

tail = 0;

}



class PQObject {

int value; void *obj;

public:

PQObject (int v, void *o) { obj = o; value = v; }

int getV () { return value; }

void *getObj () { return obj; }

};

class PList {

vector<PQObject*> objs; int tail;

public:

PList () { tail = 0;}

bool empty () { return tail == 0; }

void insert (PQObject *obj) {

if (obj == NULL) return;

int ptr = tail;

objs[.1.]push_back(obj);

tail++;

while ((ptr-1)/2 >= 0 &&

objs[ptr][.2.]getV() < objs[(ptr-1)/2][.2.]getV()) {

PQObject *tobj = objs[ptr];

objs[ptr] = objs[(ptr-1)/2];

objs[(ptr-1)/2] = tobj;

ptr = (ptr-1)/2;

}

}

PQObject *remove () {

if (tail == 0) return NULL;

PQObject *return_object = objs[0];

objs[0] = objs[--tail];

objs[.1.]pop_back();

int ptr = 0;

while (2*(ptr+1) <= tail) {

PQObject *p = objs[ptr];

if (objs[(ptr+1)*2-1][.2.]getV() < objs[ptr][.2.]getV()) {

if (objs[(ptr+1)*2-1][.2.]getV() < objs[(ptr+1)*2][.2.]getV()) {

objs[ptr] = objs[(ptr+1)*2-1];

objs[(ptr+1)*2-1] = p;

ptr = (ptr+1)*2-1;

} else {

objs[ptr] = objs[(ptr+1)*2];

objs[(ptr+1)*2] = p;

ptr = (ptr+1)*2;

}

} else if (2*(ptr+1) < tail) {

if (objs[(ptr+1)*2][.2.]getV() < objs[ptr][.2.]getV()) {

objs[ptr] = objs[(ptr+1)*2];

objs[(ptr+1)*2] = p;

ptr = (ptr+1)*2;

} else break;

} else break;

}

return return_object;

}

};



The next chunk of code is to be written so that execution results in an array of 100 Begone

objects, sorted in decreasing order of number. Note: qsort really is needed.

7. What should [..1..] be?
Begone*

8. What should [..2..] be?
objects[i] = new

9. What should [..3..] be?
sizeof(Begone*)

10. What should cmp be?

int cmp (const void *a, const void *b) {

if ((**(Begone**)a).number < (**(Begone**)b).number) return 1;

if ((**(Begone**)a).number > (**(Begone**)b).number) return -1;

return 0;

}

class Begone {

public:

int number;

Begone (int number) { this->number = number; }

};

int main() {

Begone **objects = new [..1..][100];

for (int i=0 ; i < 100 ; i++) [..2..]Begone(i);

qsort(objects, 100, [..3..], cmp);

}



11.-15. What is the output of the folowing code, in correct sequence? (5/3 pts each)

A A A A A A E C C E

C C E C C

class A { public: void f() { cout << "A\n"; } };

class B : public A { };

class C : public B { public: virtual void f() { cout << "C\n"; } };

class D : public C { };

class E : public D { public: void f() { cout << "E\n"; } };

int main() {

A *a = new A(); B *b = new B(); C *c = new C(); D *d = new D();

E *e = new E();

((A*)e)->f(); ((A*)c)->f(); ((A*)b)->f();

((B*)e)->f(); ((B*)d)->f(); ((B*)c)->f();

((C*)e)->f(); ((C*)d)->f(); ((C*)c)->f();

((D*)e)->f(); ((D*)d)->f(); ((D*)c)->f();

((E*)e)->f(); ((E*)d)->f(); ((E*)c)->f();

}

16.-17. Express an algorithm for finding a Minimum Cost Network that spans n cities. Assume
a list of costs between all pairs of cities is given as input. Refer to the cost between
city x and city y as cost(x,y). Assume you can get the cities from a cost object
using getX(cost) and getY(cost). You will probably use a notion of “connected” -
please describe exactly what that means (do not just say “connected” or just “cycle”).

S := emptyset

Repeat the following until all cities are connected by edges in S:

Find <x,y> s.t. cost(x,y) = min {cost(a,b):a,b not connected in S}

Add <x,y> to S

Output S

We say a, b are not connected in S if, for any k < n − 1, there is no sequence
[c0, ci, c2, . . . , ck] of cities such that 〈ci, ci+1〉 ∈ S for all 0 ≤ i < k, and 〈a, c0〉 ∈ S

and 〈ck, b〉 ∈ S.



18. If you can think of a way to solve the MCN problem by removing costs from a solution
instead of adding costs to a solution, state an algorithm for doing this here.

S := { <x,y> : x is a city, y is a city, x != y }

Repeat the following until S is empty:

Find <x,y> in S s.t. cost(x,y) is minumum

If removing <x,y> from S does not cause any pair of cities in S

to become disconnected, remove <x,y> from S.

Output S

19.-20. Express an algorithm for topologically sorting objects that are partially ordered. As-
sume a dependency list for each object. The ith dependent object of object X may be
expressed as X.dep[i] and suppose that the number of dependencies of object X is
X.ndeps. You can define any other attribute in similar manner: for example, you may
want to attach a group number to object X as so: X.group. But you must define any
additional attributes you use, do not just use them.

topo (X):

if X is done, return;

if X has not yet been visited,

for all dependencies of X, 1<=i<=X.ndeps, X.dep[i].topo(X)

otherwise

exit with error (cycle)

output X

make X done

return

sort:

for all objects X, topo(X)


